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Abstract: Wireless Sensor Network is a mostly used technology of today world. So lots of attack also occurs on wireless sensor networks 
when user uses the networks. This paper considers the attacks and provides the countermeasures solutions against the attacks. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper, I consider the different attacks of wireless 
sensor networks at network layer such as Sybil attack, 
sinkhole attack, spoofed or altered attack, Hello flood attack, 
acknowledgement spoofing and so on and find their solutions 
on respective attacks. 

2. Background

On wireless sensor networks, there are different types of 
attacks on network layer are as following: 

 Spoofed or Altered Attack. 
 Sinkhole Attack. 
 Sybil Attack. 
 Acknowledgement Spoofing. 
 Hello flood Attack. 

Tampering and jamming types of attacks are handled on 
Physical layer [1]. For control the Physical layer attacks, user 
use encryption techniques, so attacker cannot modified the 
contents of the message. For this we used cryptographic 
techniques. Misbehavior detection and identity protection are 
done on MAC Layer [1]. In network layer main issues are 
locating the destination node and calculating the optimal path 
from source to sink node. SPINS to be the first security 
architecture designed [9]. It is consist of two secure building 
blocks: SNEP and µTesla. SNEP offer data confidentiality, 
data freshness, integrity and two part data authentication. 
SNEP stands for Sensor Network Encryption Protocol. It was 
designed to enable data centric information dissemination in 
sensor networks. SNEP uses a shared counter between sender 
and receiver so it creates lower communication overhead. 
SNEP uses message authentication (MAC) to achieve data 
authentication and prohibits the retransmission of message 
block with the help of counter. SPINS solve the resource 
blindness problem by naming the data so sensors request only 
those resources in which sensor is interested and sensor make 
decisions on the basis of available resources. µtesla(Micro 
version of Timid Efficient Stream Loss-tolerant 
Authentication) provides authentication for data broadcast. 
µTESLA introduce asymmetry through a delayed disclosure 
of symmetric keys, its lead to efficient broadcasting, it 
requires base station and the sensor nodes should be loosely 
synchronized. Its addition, each node must know the upper 
bound of error in synchronization. SPINS assume at the time 

of creation, each node is pre-distributed with a master key 
that is shared with the base station. 

If A wants to send a message to base station B, the complete 
message A sends to B is: 

A _ B: D<KencrC>, MAC(Kmac, C | D) <KencrC> 

Where 
a key Kencr for encryption, 
a key Kmac for MAC generation,  
a key Krand for random number generation , 
D is the transmitted data and 

C is a shared counter between the sender and the receiver for 
the block cipher in counter mode. The counter C is 
incremented after each message is sent and received in both 
the sender and the receiver side. 

SPINS limit the broadcasting capability to the only base 
station. This limitation overcomes by LEAP. 

TINYSEC: 
Karlof et all(2004) designed the replacement for the 
unfinished SNEP known as TinySec. It provides access 
control, integrity, authentication and confidentiality through 
encryption. TinySec allow two varients, TinySec-Auth and 
TinySec-AE. TinySec-Auth provides only for authentication 
and entire packet is authenticated using a MAC and TinySec-
AE provides for encryption and authentication, it encrypt the 
payload and authenticated the packet using MAC. 

INSENS: 
Intrusion Tolerant Routing Protocol for Wireless Sensor 
Network (INSENS) proposed by Deng et al that adopts a 
routing based approach to secure WSNs [10]. It construct 
route table of each node. This protocol not completely 
controls the attacks but reduce the damage of the attacks. It 
uses multipath routing so message can reach to the 
destination without passing the malicious nodes. 

INSENS have two phases: 

i. Route discovery 
ii. Data Forwarding 

i. In route discovery phase , base station sends the 
message to all the nodes by using multi-hop 
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forwarding. If any nodes receiving the request of the 
record of the sender id, send the message to all its 
immediate neighbors if nodes already not receive the 
message. Base station calculates the forwarding table 
for all nodes with independent two paths. Repeated 
flooding is not allowed in this process. 

ii. In data forwarding phase, data forwarding take place 
on the basis of forwarding table. 

TRANS:
Trust Routing for Location Aware Sensor Network (TRANS) 
proposed by Tanachaiwiwat et al. It is used in data centric 
network. To ensure message confidentiality, it uses loose 
time synchronization asymmetric cryptographic technique.  

3. Routing Protocols 

Functionality of the network layer is to provide routing, there 
lots of challenges in the routing due to power saving, sensor 
nodes have limited power and nodes need to be self 
organized. Routing protocols are designed to provide a secure 
route to travel the packets through the network. This security 
routing protocols are divided into three sections: 

Flat routing protocols: 

In flat routing protocols all nodes have equal functionality 
[6]. Example of flat routing protocol is direct diffusion. 

Hierarchal routing protocols:  

In this different nodes have different roles. These protocols 
can be event driven, time driven and query driven. Examples 
are LEACH (The Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering 
Hierarchy), GAF, SPAN,, PEAS (Probing Environment and 
Adaptive Sleeping), CLD (Controlled Layer Protocol)and 
MTE (Minimum Transmission Energy) .All protocols solve 
the routing and energy problem using clustering and 
distributing technique. 

Time driven protocol if continuous then they are periodic. In 
the case of even driven, sensor nodes respond according to 
the action and sensor respond on the basis of query in query 
driven. 

Location based routing protocols: In this technique, location 
of nodes is used to route the data through the network. 

4. Security Mechanism 

Security mechanism of wireless sensor network such as key 
establishment, secure localization, and secure aggregation 
and security protocols also designed to provide security 
against the attacks.

Cryptography: Its aim to hidden the main content of the 
message. Cryptography technique use encryption method to 
encrypt the packet or decryption method to decrypt the 
packet in the network 

Symmetric: Symmetric Cryptography mechanism means 
sender and receiver shared a secret key to encrypt and 

decrypt the message. Most WSNs use symmetric 
cryptography due to limited hardware and small energy 
devices. 

Two types of symmetric ciphers are: Block ciphers and 
Stream Ciphers. 

Block ciphers work on the blocks of a specific length of data 
and stream Ciphers works on bitwise of data. 

Challenge in symmetric cryptography is how to securely 
distribute the shared keys between the sender and receiver. 
Five popular schemes are RC4, RC5, IDEA, SHA-1 and 
MD5. 

Public key cryptographic keys algorithms used in wsn are 
Diffie-Hellman Key agreement protocols and RSA 
signatures. Public cryptographic such as RSA takes more 
communication time which expose the vulnerability to DOS 
attacks by Brown et al. and take more energy than symmetric 
cryptography. The implementation of ECC and RSA on Mica 
motes make it viable to WSNs. But secure peer to peer data 
authentication and secure data aggregation is not available 
under public keys these services available under private keys. 

Asymmetric: In this technique, we use both keys public and 
private keys. Sender send the message using public key but 
receiver can only decrypt the message using private key. 
ECC is an asymmetric algorithm. 

Hybrid: Hybrid Cryptographic techniques include symmetric 
and asymmetric cryptography algorithms such as AES is 
better symmetric cryptography technique and ECC (Elliptic 
Curve Cryptography) is better asymmetric cryptographic 
technique for WSN 

Steganography: Its aim to hidden the existence of the 
message. Steganography is the art to covert communication 
by embedding message into multimedia data. 

Security requires: 

1. Full fill the security principles. These security principles 
are authentication, confidentiality, integrity, Freshness, self 
organization. Secure localization and time synchronization 
to secure the network. 

2. Establish the keys in the network using symmetric 
technique and asymmetric technique. 

3. Secure routing 

1) Security Manager 
2) Security Manager 

It WAS by Heo and Hong to gives a method to authenticated 
key agreement []. It depends on elliptic curve cryptography 
and public key infrastructure. It provides specific domain 
parameters. Devices use the parameters those provided by 
security manager to secure the data in the network. 

5. Key Management Protocols 

Key management protocols: Key management is a main 
security mechanism in network in WSNs. Goal and public is 
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7. Conclusion

In Wireless Sensor Network, there are different obstacles to 
use this technology such as limited power, limited storage 
and unattended operations to monitor in remote areas and due 
to the connectionless nature, it is also not secured. To secured 
this technologies different cryptographic algorithms are 
applied to secure the data travelling in the network and 
different efficient routing protocols to secure the route of the 
packets in the network. Wireless Sensor network can be more 
secure if we secure the localization of the sensor nodes and 
aggregate the data with the help of good aggregation 
algorithms. If we combine the aggregation and good routing 
protocols then we can more secure the network and provide 
more security to wireless sensor network. 
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